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On December 6, 1941, Margaret Yamaguchi celebrates her candy 16, whole along with her first
kiss and primary boyfriend, good-looking John Wilson. An all-American teen, her international
turns out perfect. the japanese assault Pearl Harbor the subsequent morning, sending her
global into chaos and her nation into international warfare II. simply because her mom and dad
have been born in Japan, her whole kinfolk is suspected of sabotage, as is each eastern
relations alongside America's West Coast. even though no longer a citizen, her father is a
patriotic, famous member of the community. Margaret believes his sincerity while he tells her
that the United States will do what's correct for its people. Then America's Betrayal the
unthinkable occurs?evacuation and internment. For the 1st time in her life, Margaret thinks of
herself as various from her friends. Margaret's relatives results in the Colorado River Relocation
Center, close to Poston, Arizona. They undergo the blistering warmth and the chilling chilly for 3
years. John is drafted. Margaret suffers the affliction of separation from him and wonders if their
love will endure. As a few of her kinfolk dies whereas at Poston, Margaret reveals the power
and knowledge to carry the remnants of her family members together. yet what awaits her
outdoors the fence?
I loved the story.The interpreting point is low adequate for fifth graders, so i used to be tempted
to take advantage of this booklet in my classroom, that is why i purchased it. However, it is
going into particularly photo aspect of the relationship courting of the most protagonist. i
suppose it'd be best suited for America's Betrayal an extremely low examining excessive
schooler.
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